1 . Introduction. -Electron colliding beams provide a means at present unique for investigating the photon-photon interaction at high energy. The appropriate e* e -collisions are those in which the outgoing e' and e-are detected at very small angles with respect to their incident directions, in coincidence with other particles produced at large angle. Thus one selects events in which two (( quasi-real )) photons, y*, are emitted and annihilate according to the reaction ei e-+ e k e-y:x y:l: -+ e* e -X into a system, X, which may be a lepton pair or a hadronic system with C = + 1.
We report in this paper the results of an experiment carried out with the Frascati e + e-storage ring, Adone, in runs performed at an average total energy (E+ + E-= 2 E = &) of 2.7 GeV, for an integrated luminosity (*) Runs were carried out, more precisely, at E -1.3 GeV for L dr = 160 nb-1 and at f 1.4 GeV for I30 nh 1. Other results, obtained at E -0.8 GeV w~t h essentially the \amc apparatus, were recently reported elsewhere [I] .
The results refer to 76 events corresponding to the process
(1 34 well identified events co~responding to and 2 candidate events for the reaction
The experimental results on process (2) agree with the theoretical predictions based on the equivalent photon approximation (EPA). The same is true for process (1) with the exception of a well identified class of events ( -20 %,) where one of the intermediate photons is out of the mass shell and the EPA cannot be applied (see Section 5).
2. Data recording. - Figure 1 defines the relevant kinematical quantities. After the e + e-collision, a final state e f e-P, P, is produced, in which two particles, P I and P,, are present as a result of one of the annihilation processes (I), (2), ( 3 ) . These particles, emitted at angles 0,. 11, and with momenta p , , p,, are detected by a system of two wide angle (WA) telescopes as sketched in figure 2, and will be called
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:1974202 previous one described elsewhere [3] . The thin foil spark chambers placed near the machine vacuum chamber are used for kinematical reconstruction of the events. All other track detectors (thick plate chambers) are used to observe particle stops, or nuclear interactions, or the development of electromagnetic showers.
The forward emitted electron and/or positron are 3, Event definition and identification criteria. (iii) Coincident pulse in at least one of the two tagging counters ; (iv) Penetration of the WA particles in the WA telescopes as specified in table 1 below. The selected events are subdivided in two categories : 1) Singly tagged (ST) events ; 2) Doubly tagged (DT) events. The yy + /if /L-events (briefly called in the following /[-events) are scearched for among those which show no shower or nuclear interaction in the thick plate chambers. The yy+e+ eevents (e-events) are searched for among those which do exhibit instead an electromagnetic shower in at least one of the two WA telescopes. No event with a shower in one WA telescope and a single track penetrating the other telescope was observed.
Requirements on minirnum particle penetration in W A telescopes (expressed in g/cm2 of iron equivalent) for uarious types of euents.
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4. Identification of the pevents. - We have recorded 14 D T p-events, of which 10 with at least one track stopping in the WA telescopes. Identification of these 10 events as /I-events is based primarily on the distribution of the quantity where k,,,, is the photon momentum as derived from the tagging counter information and k,,, is the value of the same quantity obtained from a kinematical reconstruction. The latter is based on angle and range measurements of the WA particles, assumed to b: muons. The Ak distribution reported in figure 5a shows indeed a peak about Ak = 0, as expected if the events were correctly identified.
Further evidence for the corrected identification comes from the Ak distribution of the ST p-events reported in figure 5b. For these events we require that both WA tracks stop in the WA telescope, since one single muon stop is not sufficient to reconstruct kinematically the ST p-events. It is seen from figure 5b that 20 out of the 56 recorded ST p-events cover essentially the same region as the DT p-events distribution. They are interpreted as tt good )) p-events (yy -+ / I + / 1 -) . The remaining 36 events, on the other hand, exhibit a rather flat distribution, clearly separated from the former one. These 36 events are interpreted as (( background )) events originating in beamgas collisions. This interpretation is supported by the results of background runs, carried out with separated e + and e-beams, in which 7 events were recorded. These last events have the AK distribution shown in figure 5c that is consistent with that of the 36 (( background )) events of histogram b. Also the absolute numbers of events (7 and 36) are consistent with each other, if allowance is made for a normalization factor of -4.
The momentum distribution of the quasi-real photons relative to the DT p-events is given in figure 6 . The full histogram is the experimental distribution. It is seen to agree very well with the one, represented by the dotted lines, derived by a Monte Carlo calculation based on the EPA. 
